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Volume: 71 Questions 

 

 

Question No : 1  

How does Informatica know which source OLTP and target Datawarehouse connection information is to 

be used for task execution in BI Applications?  

 

A. This information is given in the DAC Parameter file.  

 

B. This information is given in Relational connections of Workflow manager.  

 

C. This information is given in two flat files, fiie_source.csv and fiie_target.csv.  

 

D. Informatica doesn't require knowing this information. However, it is required to give this information in 

DAC.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 2  

How many Informatica Repository Servers can be configured with a single DAC server?  

 

A. One  

 

B. Two  

 

C. Three  

 

D. Any number  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 3  

Before the implementation of a new BI Applications environment, you'll need to plan rapacity. How would 

you configure the initial setup of the Oracle Business Analytics Warehouse in case of A. Sales order 

information of a Stock Broker or B. HR information of a small city?  

 

A. Capacity planning for A and B is the same and focused on non-frequent large ETL runs.  

 

B. Capacity planning for A is focused on frequent, smaller ETL runs, including micro batches and iBot 

schedules and active cache management using scheduled cache purging and polling tables. For B, 

capacity planning is focused on less frequent bigger ETL runs and cache management using scheduled 
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cache purging.  

 

C. Capacity planning for A is focused on less frequent, bigger ETL runs and cache management using 

scheduled cache purging. Capacity planning for B is focused on frequent, smaller ETL runs, including 

micro batches and iBot schedules and active cache management using scheduled cache purging and 

polling tables.  

 

D. Capacity planning for A and B is the same and focused on infrequent, small ETL runs.  

 

E. Capacity planning for A and B is the same and focused on very frequent, small ETL runs  

 

F. Capacity planning for A and B is the same and focused on very frequent, large ETL runs.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 4 

To enable SSO integration of the Source EBS Application with BIEE which file do you need to configure?  

 

A. NQSConfig.ini  

 

B. credentialstore.xml  

 

C. instanceconfig.xml  

 

D. isapiconfig.xml  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 5  

Web object security can be enforced at which three levels?  

 

A. Report column  

 

B. Report  

 

C. Dashboard  

 

D. Dashboard page  

 

Answer: A,B,C  
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Question No : 6  

Which module is not covered in BI Applications for EBS?  

 

A. Financial Analytics  

 

B. HR Analytics  

 

C. Procurement and Spend Analytics  

 

D. Marketing Analytics  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 7 

The Green Factory (a national agricultural organization with one office for IT support and consisting of 20 

farmers, 2 dairy producing factories, and a vegetables and flowers Auction) wishes you to implement 

Sales Analytics and enable all members to benefit most from the Out of the Box materials. What would 

you advise?  

 

A. Analyze expected use and calculate capacity. Organize architecture according to the calculated 

capacity and implement Oracle BI Sales Analytics centrally. Define user groups and apply object security. 

Define different profiles in Delivers and schedule iBots to provide users with the data they need. Arrange 

meetings for quick user acceptance.  

 

B. Organize architecture and directly implement Oracle BI Sales Analytics centrally. Define one user 

group and schedule iBots to provide this group with the data it needs. Arrange meetings for quick user 

acceptance.  

 

C. As Answer A, but check and reuse existing user groups  

 

D. As Answer A, but installed de-centrally  

 

E. As Answer B, but installed de-centrally  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 8  

Data Warehouse Administration Console (DAC) interacts with Informatica Server using what command?  

 

A. PMCMD  
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B. PMREP  

 

C. infacmd  

 

D. infasetup  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 9  

Which three attributes identify a single set of books?  

 

A. Chart of accounts  

 

B. Currency  

 

C. Calendar definition  

 

D. Company name or identifier  

 

Answer: A,B,C  

 

 

Question No : 10 

During what phase does DAC calculate the sequence of the tasks listed under the selected subject area?  

 

A. when you 'synchronize" the tasks  

 

B. when you "generate parameters" for an execution plan  

 

C. when you "assemble" the subject area  

 

D. when you "build" the execution plan  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 11  

Which three variable types does the BI Applications data model support for specifying currencies?  

 

A. Document  

 

B. Local  
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C. Global  

 

D. Override  

 

Answer: A,B,C  

 

 

Question No : 12  

Which variable is changed for Target Warehouse in the OBIEE repository while promoting the code to the 

new environment?  

 

A. TARGET_DB  

 

B. OLTP_DSN  

 

C. DW_CONNECTION  

 

D. OLAP_DSN  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 13 

Which condition results in a source record being neglected during incremental load?  

 

A. INTIAL_UPDATE_DATE >= LAST_EXTRACT_DATE  

 

B. LAST_UPDATE_DATE >= LAST_EXTRACT_DATE  

 

C. LAST_UPDATE_DATE > = INITIAL_EXTRACT_DATE  

 

D. LAST_UPDATE DATE <= LAST EXTRACT DATE  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 14  

The universal adapter in Informatica, is used to load data from what two sources?  

 

A. EBS  

 

B. JD Edwards  
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C. Legacy OLTP Systems  

 

D. Non Oracle Sources  

 

Answer: A,C  

 

 

Question No : 15  

Upon which two entities can security be based when using PeopleSoft as source application?  

 

A. Position  

 

B. HR Organization  

 

C. Set Id  

 

D. Business Unit  

 

Answer: A,C  

 

 

Question No : 16 

Which two Ports are checked while implementing Slowly Changing Dimension in Oracle BI Application?  

 

A. TYPE1_COLLS_DIFF  

 

B. SYSTEM_COLLS_DIFF  

 

C. TYPE2_COLLS_DIFF  

 

D. CHANGE_COLLS DIFF  

 

Answer: B,D  

 

 

Question No : 17  

Which csv file contains grouping information of natural accounts?  

 

A. file_group_acct_codes . csv  

 

B. file_group_acct_names.csv  

 

C. file_glacct_segment_config.csv  
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D. file_grpact fstmt.csv  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 18  

What are action links used for?  

 

A. Direct navigation from source application to BI reports  

 

B. Direct navigation from BI record to transactional data source  

 

C. Functionality to invoke iBots  

 

D. Drilling down to transactional-level data within the report  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 19  

During which phase of the Oracle BI Applications project flow are decision makers interviewed for the first 

time?  

 

A. Design  

 

B. Build  

 

C. Define  

 

D. Validate  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 20  

By default for a session in Informica, which properly is used to configure the minimum number of errors to 

be encountered, to mark the session as failed?  

 

A. Error limit  

 

B. Minimum Errors  

 

C. Stop on Errors  
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D. Error Benchmark  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 21  

The webcat structure, along with various other presentation parameters are stored in:  

 

A. DBFeatures.ini  

 

B. Instanceconfig.xml  

 

C. NQSConfig.ini  

 

D. Repository File (.rpd)  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 22 

Which three calendar types are supported by BI Applications 7.9.6 release?  

 

A. Enterprise  

 

B. 13 Period, 4-4-5  

 

C. Fiscal and Gregorian  

 

D. 15 Period  

 

Answer: A,B,C  

 

 

Question No : 23  

A shipping company uses many standard forms that need to contain Customer name, address, contract 

information and a perfectly printable barcode for tracking orders. What functionality would you advise this 

organization to use from Oracle BI Applications?  

 

A. Reuse as many Out-of-the-Box reports as possible.  

 

B. Build requests, include these on dashboard pages and include PDF files to show the barcodes.  

 

C. Schedule requests using Delivers, print these in PDF and then deliver to email addresses.  
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D. Build reports in BI Publisher based on existing BI requests or BI Presentation Layer columns.  

 

E. Build reports using the Microsoft Office plug-in based on BI Presentation Layer columns.  

 

F. Answer D and E are both valid possibilities.  

 

Answer: F  

 

 

Question No : 24  

How does DAC know the source OLTP and target Data Warehouse connection Information?  

 

A. This information is given in the Physical Data sources tab in DAC client.  

 

B. This information is given in two flat files, file_source.csv and file_target.csv.  

 

C. It fetches this information from Informatica.  

 

D. DAC doesn’t require knowing this information. However ft is required to give this information in  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 25  

Which two are mandatory pre-installation tasks for Informatica Power Center Client installation?  

 

A. Pre-installation of Informatica Server  

 

B. Creation of Informatica repository  

 

C. Creation of ODBC Database Connections  

 

D. Pre-installation of Data Warehouse Administration console  

 

E. Pre-installation of Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition  

 

Answer: C,E  

 

 

Question No : 26  

Which two parameters are to be set while configuring BI Applications for Supply Chain Analytics?  

 

A. Inventory Master Id  
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B. Category Master Id  

 

C. Category Set ID  

 

D. Inventory Category Set Id  

 

Answer: A,B  

 

 

Question No : 27  

How can you be sure to access a specific data source in a default Oracle BI Applications installation for 

users working from a client machine? Assume that log level 2 has been enabled.  

 

A. With log level 2 or higher enabled in the NQsConfig.ini, you can check the SQL from the query log of a 

specific Answers request. Read the SQL and check the connection pool(s) used and the data source 

name(s).  

 

B. The only data source in a standard BI Applications installation is the data warehouse. This source is 

defined in DAC in the Setup View under Physical Data Sources. You can also check the (native) 

connection credentials.  

 

C. Sources can range from data warehouse to OLTP systems. Their connections are named in 

connection pools in the BI repository. Using these connection names you can check the (native) 

connection credentials.  

 

D. All physical connections are defined in Informatica Powercenter Repository Manager. Log in and check 

all connection credentials.  

 

E. Users can log in to Answers, the BI repository, DAC or Informatica to check connection credentials and 

data source names.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 28  

Which task level parameter(s) control(s) the granularity of data in Aggregate tables?  

 

A. TIME_GRAIN only  

 

B. GRAIN_LEVEL only  

 

C. GRAIN only  
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